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INTRODUCTION

SURVIVING YOUR RESOURCES

On the day I sit down to write the beginning pages 
of this book, statistically1 10,000 Baby Boomers are 
turning age 66: full retirement age now for Social Security 
benefits. On the day you read the opening pages of this 
book, another 10,000 or so are turning retirement age. 
It really doesn’t matter when you’re reading these pages 
as long as it’s before the year 2031, because that’s the 
year the last of the Baby Boomers, those born in 1964, 
will reach full retirement age (then 67) and will be able to 
claim their full Social Security benefits. I’m one of those 
people—I was born in 1964—so what I’m writing about in 
this book is of extreme importance to me, my friends and 

my family members.
As thousands of Boomers 

become retirees, a question 
comes to mind. No, not the 
politically charged, “How will 
the federal government and the 
Social Security Administration 
(SSA) address the long-term 
solvency issues of Social 
Security,” when according to 
the 2018 Social Security Board 
of Trustees’ Report:2

 

1 United States of America. Census Bureau, Department of Commerce. By Sandra Colby and 
Jennifer Ortman. The Baby Boom Cohort in the United States: 2012 to 2060. U.S. Census 
Bureau, May 2014. Web. 19 Dec. 2014.

2 United States of America. The Social Security Administration. The 2018 Annual Report 
of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old—Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal 
Disability Insurance Trust Funds. The 2018 OASDI Trustees Report. The Social Security 
Administration, June 5, 2018.
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“Under current law, the projected cost of Social Security 
increases faster than projected income through 2039 primarily 
because the ratio of workers paying taxes to beneficiaries 
receiving benefits will decline as the baby-boom generation 
ages and is replaced at working ages with subsequent lower 
birthrate generations. While the effects of the aging baby 
boom and subsequent lower birth 
rates will have stabilized after 
2039, annual cost will continue to 
grow faster than income, but to a 
lesser degree, reflecting continuing 
increases in life expectancy. Based 
on the Trustees’ intermediate 
assumptions, Social Security’s cost 
exceeds total income throughout 
the 75-year projection period.”

 
The answer to that question 

would require another book and 
a different author. However, it is a genuine social issue 
and one that must be addressed. It is certain to be among 
the top debated issues during the next several elections.

No, the question on my mind this Saturday night is this: 
“How many of those people are facing the likelihood of living 
beyond the exhaustion of their retirement resources?”

Have you ever heard anyone say, “I anticipate a 
retirement that endures long after the resources I’ve 
worked my entire adult life to accumulate have been 
exhausted?” Not one person has ever said that to me, 
and I suspect that no one reading this book has ever 
heard anything like this either. I have heard many goals 
for retirement over the years as an investment advisor: 
traveling the world, reinvention of self, starting an 
entirely different career, spending time as a volunteer 
for the causes that are close to my heart, playing golf 
seven days a week, enjoying a second home in a different 
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place, going back to college and learning something new, 
spending the winters somewhere warm, spending the 
summers somewhere cool, you name it, I’ve heard it. Yet 
no one has ever indicated to me that they are anticipating 
depletion of savings before the end of their days. If that’s 
not the case, then why are so many facing this same 
scenario during retirement?

As a United States citizen, a financial advisor, a 
fiduciary, and as a human being, I am highly concerned 
about the possibility that millions of people retiring 
over the next 20 to 30 years will face making lifestyle 
adjustments, versus enjoying their long-planned and 
diligently worked-for retirement.

WHY THE WELLS RUN DRY

When I ask myself why it is that many retirees are 
facing the possibility of outliving their resources, many 
answers came to mind. Thanks to advances in medicine, 
people today are living longer, much longer in fact than their 
parents and grandparents.3 In 1998, 50% of employers 
offered a pension plan. By 2015, that number was down 
to 5% of companies.4 Yields on traditional savings vehicles 
are negligible in the low interest rate environment we 
have been in for some time now. Already in this century, 
we have endured two substantial bear markets that have 
devastated many portfolios and even compelled some to 
exit the market entirely or in part, essentially forgoing 
participation in the subsequent recoveries. Those answers 
are all true, and you probably can think of many more.

To me, though, one of the biggest factors (if not THE 
biggest) contributing to the portfolio depletion issue, is 
that so many people have been given erroneous guidance. 
Retirement income planning guidance has been given with 

3 “Lifespan is continuing to increase regardless of socioeconomic factors, Standford 
researchers find.” Stanford News, November 6, 2018

4 13 Surprising Companies that Still Give Out Pensions”, Money and Career Cheat Sheet,  
May 2018
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good intentions, but—unbeknownst to the one providing  
the direction—was based on retirement planning theory that 
would later be shown to have an inherent flaw, specifically 
for those with the misfortune of starting retirement during 
certain periods in the economic cycle. The flaw I speak of  
is that these retirement planning doctrines fail to account 
for the very real hazard known as “Sequence Risk.”

Sequence Risk is defined as:
The risk of receiving lower or negative returns early 
in a period when withdrawals are made from the 
underlying investments. The order—or sequence—
of investment returns is a primary concern for 
those individuals who are retired and living off the 
income and capital of their investments.5

 
It’s all about timing. Asset Allocation and the 4% Rule, 

the prevalent retirement income planning methodologies 
of recent history, do not account for one very important 
variable, the order (or timing) of returns. These models are 
based solely on long-term average returns. We now know 
that failing to account for this variable can carry significant 
consequences, particularly for those who experience 
severe, multiple, and/or prolonged recessionary market 
cycles in the earlier years of their retirement. William 
Bengen, the financial planner who developed the 4% Rule 

in 19946 , has refuted the practicality of his own theory. In 
a May 2012 article in Financial Advisor magazine,Bengen 
states, “Research has confirmed  that the ‘sequence of 
investment returns’ is crucial for portfolio longevity; 
a retiree  with  low  returns  early  in retirement will 
probably have trouble later in retirement.”7

 Some would say that Mr. Bengen’s partial repudiation 
still downplays (or  at least underestimates) the potential 
for some considerable shortfalls.

5 Investopedia: Sequence Risk Definition, by Julia Kagan, December 2018

6 Bengen, William P. “Determining Withdrawal Rates Using Historical Data.” Journal of 
Financial Planning (1994): 171-80. Print.

7 Bengen, William P. “How Much Is Enough?” Financial Advisor 1 May 2012. Financial Advisor. 
Web. 18 Dec. 2014. http://www.fa-mag.com/news/how-much-is-enough-10496.html
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Regardless, think about that for a moment. Two 
identically constructed portfolios, designed for the same 
purpose of generating retirement income and experiencing 
both the same exact yearly and average returns, might 
have life cycles that differ significantly, depending on the 
timing and severity of losses that are realized early in 
retirement. Potentially, one portfolio falls several years 
short of reaching its primary goal of generating income 
for a 30 year retirement, while the other not only 
accomplishes this goal, but actually leaves an appreciated 
value for beneficiaries.

In other words, Asset Allocation and The 4% Rule may 
well have worked as prescribed for many—those fortunate 
enough to retire and then experience economic growth 
in the early years—but as I said before, it’s all about 
timing. Personally, I am constitutionally incapable of leaving 
that much to chance, not for myself, not for my family, 
and certainly not for those who have entrusted me as their 
fiduciary, with the honor of guiding them as they prepare 
financially for the final stage of their journey.

SET FOR LIFE

The good news, though, is that retirement at or below 
the poverty level is not a forgone conclusion. Many retirees 
live comfortably for decades after their paychecks stop, 
and rarely is it because they’ve managed to accumulate 
or inherit a small fortune, or had the vision to buy Apple’s 
common stock at less than a buck-fifty back in 1982.

Let me introduce you to a married couple who are clients 
of mine. Let’s call them “Adam and Beth Walker.”They are 
61 and 59 years old, respectively. ‘Adam’ is planning to 
retire in five years, while ‘Beth’ is slightly more than six 
years from her planned workforce exit.
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The Walkers calculate that in addition to their Social 
Security benefits, they will need approximately $40,000 
per year in order to support the retirement that they have 
planned. Their accumulated retirement savings total $1 
million. I introduced the Walkers to a strategy that I’ve 
implemented for many of my clients, one that utilizes 
fixed index annuities (FIAs) from some very well-known, 
established, and financially sound U.S. insurance companies.

The consideration that the Walkers will receive for 
placing only half of those liquid assets, or $500,000, is 
a guarantee backed by the financial strength and claims 
paying ability of the insurance company issuing the 
contract. Under this guarantee, not only is their principal 
and credited interest protected, but once they retire they 
will receive approximately $40,000 per year, as long as 
either is alive.

Fixed index annuities are designed for this very 
purpose. They are intended to meet long-term needs 
for retirement income and they also provide guarantees 
against loss of principal and credited interest. They  
also offer the reassurance of a death benefit for the 
beneficiaries of the owner(s).

So now the Walkers have established an income stream 
for life equal to their projected needs, and they did so by 
utilizing only half of their retirement savings. The other 
half, $500,000, can now be used for any purpose they 
want: travel, discretionary purchases, a vacation home, 
investing in potentially high-return ventures.

Indeed, with savvy investing that $500,000 could 
become $1 million again someday. Meanwhile, the Walkers 
will still have the annual income stream needed to cover 
their living expenses from the first part of their savings, 
each and every year of retirement.

The primary concession that the Walkers agree to 
comes in the form of a commitment to what is known as 
a “surrender schedule.” This concession means that in the 
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earliest years of the contract (typically the first 5 to 10 
years), should any of the committed funds be accessed 
prior to the end of that surrender schedule, the amount 
withdrawn in excess of the yearly allowable, or “free 
withdrawal,” amount (currently averaging 10%), would 
incur a surrender fee that is calculated as a percentage of 
(and only on) the excess amount.

A current seven year surrender schedule on a typical 
product today might look a lot like this:

 Year One: 8%
 Year Two: 7%
 Year Three: 6%
 Year Four: 5%
 Year Five: 4%
 Year Six: 3%
 Year Seven: 2%

Now, let’s take a wild turn and, for the sake of this 
demonstration, flash forward in time three-and-a-half 
years. We will pretend that the Walkers somehow managed 
to part ways with their first $500,000 already. Remember, 
$500,000 of the $1 million that they had accumulated for 
retirement was essentially made accessible to them to use 
as they wish, just by way of employing this strategy in 
the first place. It is now three-and-a-half years since the 
Walkers agreed to and executed this plan and now they 
need to access, say, $60,000.

This particular contract, and many like it today, carries 
a 10% per year (after the first year) free-withdrawal 
allowance. Thus, after the first year, $50,000 is off the 
table, leaving $10,000 of the $60,000 withdrawal in our 
example to be assessed for the early surrender charge. 
The schedule calls for a 6% charge in the third year, so 
this unplanned emergency need to access $60,000 in cash 
would only cost $600 ($10,000 x .06= $600) in surrender 
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charges. In my opinion, I don’t think there would be lower 
transaction costs involved in another alternative format, 
venue, or vehicle established or utilized for the same 
purpose, had the Walkers gone a different route in their 
retirement planning. Please be aware, if the clients in this 
example were to take a free withdrawal prior to triggering 
the $40,000 guaranteed lifetime joint income payment 
that we outlined earlier, this could potentially reduce the 
amount of their guaranteed joint income payout in the 
future depending on specific product features and benefits.

In Chapter Two, I’ll go into more detail about this plan 
that I employed with the Walkers, which I call “Income 
Allocation.” For now, keep in mind that it is possible to 
get the reliable, steady income you require to meet your 
needs over an extended retirement without having to 
employ 100% of your life savings in order to generate 
this income. It is my hope that you will see the wisdom in 
a plan such as this.

I’m going to show you that people of average (even 
above average) means who intend to fund an entire 
30 year retirement’s income needs by using the more 
customary methods will generally need to utilize their 
entire retirement savings in order to have a more favorable 
chance of doing so. Either that, or they will need to realize 
some amazing investment returns in the future.

Want to make a major purchase? If you do, you’ll be 
depleting your income base! Spend too much early on in 
retirement, or suffer a multi-year market correction while 
doing so, and you could face a significant increase in the 
risk of outliving your resources.

ADVISOR AGENDAS

The question I have for you and for everyone else 
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currently in, or planning for, retirement is this: with such 
a strategy available—one that can provide a predictable 
stream of retirement income and doesn’t require 100% 
of your life savings—why aren’t more people directed to 
this strategy? This strategy that could potentially free 
up part of your savings for those special things—the trip 
of a lifetime, that beach condo or motor home or dream 
car—without depleting your income base. I’ll explain this 
strategy to you in the pages of this book.

In my opinion, the answer to why many people aren’t 
advised of this strategy is apparent: the advisors and 
brokers with whom they are working are still practicing the 
aforementioned doctrines, even though these doctrines 
are now widely considered to be inherently flawed. Those 
advisors may try to discredit this book and the underlying 
theory but ask yourself, “Why they would do that?” Why 
would they cling to a model that has the potential to 
elevate one’s risk of outliving their retirement resources?

Most likely, the answer lies in where they work. The 
unfortunate reality is that many if not most financial 
services firms dictate the products that their advisors can 
access and thus are able to offer to their clients, because 
of their contractual relationships. 

This creates a dilemma, whereby advisors with the 
intention to honor their fiduciary responsibility to act in 
the best interest of their clients simply do not have access 
to certain products. That’s because their firm does not 
have the requisite selling agreement(s) in place with the 
product sponsor, even though the advisors may consider a 
particular product to be better suited to meet the objectives 
of certain clients, more so than what they currently can 
access within the firm where they are registered.

 Here’s a quick preview into the power of my favored 
strategy, which will be thoroughly explained later on.

If I invest $500,000 in a ”typical” portfolio, in 10 years 
how much  income can I take from it without violating basic 
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financial planning fundamentals and therefore increasing 
my risk of eventually depleting my resources? The answer 
is, I have no idea!

Past performance isn’t going to guarantee some 
future value. I work with some outstanding private wealth 
managers who invest my clients’ growth money, so I’m 
not against using financial markets, and I do not have 
a bias in favor of a particular product. In fact, I love the 
financial markets and the way my own money and my 
clients’ money is managed!

Nevertheless, I am uncertain about how the markets 
will perform over the next 10 years. If clients double their 
money, that $500,000 will become $1,000,000. Current 
fundamentals show that if a client retires at age 66, he 
or she can prudently withdraw about $30,000 in the first 
year. With the strategy I’m going to explain to you, some 
of today’s favored products in particular would allow a 
married couple to utilize $500,000 at age 56 to create an 
income stream of over $38,000, starting at age 66 and 
contractually guaranteed for life by the insurance company. 
That’s assuming that over the intervening 10 years the 
money in this product doesn’t earn one bit of growth.

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Think about that for a moment: 100% growth over an 
entire decade in the average portfolio constructed using 
the standard asset allocation model, from $500,000 to 
$1 million, would provide less income, fundamentally 
speaking, than one vehicle could—and this vehicle carries 
contractual guarantees. Once again, the preceding 
assumes a growth rate of zero but has the potential to be 
a number north of there (but never negative).

With that in mind, where do you think you might 
have the greater likelihood of securing your retirement 
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income needs? The average portfolio constructed via 
the traditional asset allocation model and mobilized for 
income by way of employing the 4% Rule, would need to 
appreciate to $950,000, which equates to 90% growth 
in just ten years in order to generate the same income 
stream that one of the products described above could 
provide when an income rider is added.8

There are some products available as of the writing 
of this book that offer contractual guarantees plus an 
opportunity for growth that correlates to (but does not 
participate directly in) appreciation in the values of the 
investment market indexes selected.

In those products, even if we assume a modest indexed 
interest rate of 3%, this married couple would receive 
$50,000 in the first year of their retirement. Under the 4% 
Rule, they’d need a portfolio valued at over $1,250,000 
to provide that same level of cash flow, and under a more 
conservative 3% application, the portfolio would need to 
hold assets valued at nearly $1,700,000.

So I pose the question once more: “Where do you 
think you might have the greater likelihood to secure the 
income you’ll need in retirement?”

Keep in mind, products change over time, and the 
versions described here may be quite different by the time 
you are reading this book. The basics however are likely to 
remain the same, which is why I intend to present to you 
an alternative approach to retirement income planning 
which I truly believe to have real potential to enhance 
both your retirement and general well-being.

Additionally, in order to properly illustrate the 
strategies discussed, I have used fictional characters 
throughout this book. The examples used are not intended 
to be representative of what your actual experience may 
be and is no guarantee of future success.

8 Income benefit riders are generally optional and available at an additional cost.
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DISCLOSURES
This publication contains the opinions and ideas 

of its author. It is intended to provide helpful and 
informative material on the subject matter covered. 
It is sold with the understanding that the author and 
publisher are not engaged in rendering professional 
services in the book. The information provided is not 
intended as tax, investment or legal advice, and should 
not be relied on as such. If the reader requires personal 
assistance or advice, you are encouraged to seek 
tax, investment or legal advice from an independent 
professional advisor.

The views expressed herein are exclusively those of 
the author and do not represent the views of any other 
person or any organization with which the author is, or 
may be associated.

Not affiliated with the U.S. government or any 
government agency.

This book has not been reviewed by, approved, 
endorsed, or authorized by the Social Security 
Administration.

The material in this book is intended for informational 
purposes only. It should not be considered an offer of any 
product. One might potentially use a variety of different 
investment and/or insurance products in planning for 
retirement. Everyone should consult with their own 
financial professional to assist them in determining which 
options are most suitable for them, based on their specific 
situation and objectives.

Any mention within the pages of this book regarding 
any particular product or strategy as a means of 
addressing retirement income concerns, is not meant to 
be construed as the definitive, only, or best available 
option for that purpose.
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The S&P 500® is designed to be a leading indicator 
of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect risk/return 
characteristics of the large cap sector. It is not available 
for direct investment.

For any given financial concern, there can be multiple 
solutions that might utilize a number of different 
investment and/or insurance products. If the author 
demonstrates any bias toward a given product, strategy 
or security, it is because the author feels strongly about 
the merits of that vehicle in this application. As always, 
you are strongly encouraged to weigh all of your options 
and meet with a qualified, licensed individual in your area 
to assist you in determining your best option(s).

This book is designed to provide general information on the 
topics discussed. Pursuant to IRS Circular 230, it is not intended 
to give tax, investment, or legal advice of any kind. Please note 
that the author does not give legal or tax advice, nor should 
anything within the pages of this book be interpreted as such. 
If you have any questions regarding any of the topics discussed 
herein, it is imperative that you seek out  a knowledgeable, 
qualified, appropriately licensed reputable agent, registered 
representative, investment advisor, or subject matter attorney, 
in the area in which you live.

Any transaction that involves a recommendation to 
liquidate a securities product, including those within an 
IRA, 401(k) or other retirement plan, for the purchase of 
an annuity or for other similar purposes, can be conducted 
only by individuals that are appropriately licensed and 
currently affiliated with a properly registered broker/
dealer or registered investment advisor. If your financial 
professional does not hold the appropriate registration, 
please consult with your own broker/dealer representative 
or investment advisor representative for guidance on your 
securities holdings.

Please note that the use of terms similar to, or related 
to the word “guarantee,” including all variations thereof 
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when describing an insurance product, including Fixed 
Index Annuities, are based entirely on the fact that any 
contractual guarantees within the insurance product are 
backed solely by the financial strength and claims-paying 
ability of the insurance company that issues the contract 
or policy.

The contents of this book should not be taken as 
financial advice, or as an offer to buy or sell any securities, 
fund, or financial instruments. Any illustrations or 
examples presented are hypothetical and do not take into 
account your particular investment objectives, financial 
situation or needs and are not suitable for all persons. 
Any investments and/or investment strategies mentioned 
involve risk including the possible loss of principal. There is 
no assurance that any investment strategy will achieve its 
objectives. No portion of this content should be construed 
as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any 
security. The contents of this book should not be taken 
as an endorsement or recommendation of any particular 
company or individual, and no responsibility can be taken 
for inaccuracies, omissions, or errors.

Annuities are designed as a long-term retirement income 
product and are not designed for short-term financial 
strategies. Guarantee periods or annuity payments may 
be subject to restrictions, fees and surrender charges as 
described in the annuity contract. Guarantees are backed 
by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of the 
issuing insurance company. Fixed indexed annuities are not 
stock market investments and do not directly participate 
in any stock or equity investments. Market indexes do 
not include dividends paid on the underlying stocks, and 
therefore do not reflect the total return of the underlying 
stocks; neither an index nor any market indexed annuity is 
comparable to a direct investment in the equity markets. 
Clients who purchase indexed annuities are not directly 
investing in a stock market index.
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The author and publisher specifically disclaim any 
responsibility for any liability, loss, or risk, personal or 
otherwise, which is incurred as a consequence, directly or 
indirectly, of the use and application of any of the contents 
of this book.

Trademarks: All terms mentioned in this book that 
are known to be or are suspected of being trademarks or 
service marks have been appropriately capitalized. The 
publisher cannot attest to the accuracy of this information. 
Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as 
affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.

The author does not assume any responsibility for actions 
or non-actions taken by people who have read this book, and 
no one shall be entitled to a claim for detrimental reliance 
based upon any information provided or expressed herein. 
Your use of any information provided does not constitute any 
type of contractual relationship between yourself and the 
provider(s) of this information. The author hereby disclaims 
all responsibility and liability for all use of any information 
provided in this book. The materials here are not to be 
interpreted as establishing an attorney-client or any other 
relationship between the reader and the author or his firm.

Although great effort has been expended to ensure 
that only the most meaningful resources are referenced in 
these pages, the author does not endorse, guarantee, or 
warranty the accuracy reliability, or thoroughness of any 
referenced information, product, or service. Any opinions, 
advice, statements, services, offers, or other information 
or content expressed or made available by third parties 
are those of the author(s) or publisher(s) alone.

References to other sources of information does not 
constitute a referral, endorsement, or recommendation of any 
product or service. The existence of any particular reference 
is simply intended to imply potential interest to the reader.
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